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This work concerns a nonlinear diffusion]absorption equation with nonlinear
boundary flux. The main topic of interest is the problem of finite time extinction,
i.e., the solutions vanish after a finite time. The sufficient and necessary conditions
for occurrence of extinction are established. It is shown that extinction is caused by
either strong absorption in the interior of the domain or fast diffusion combined
with strong absorption through the boundary of the domain. Extinction results are
also obtained for the mixed boundary value problem. In contrast to the nonlinear
Neumann problem, the absorption on the boundary is no longer important, i.e., the
occurrence of extinction in this case is completely determined by the effects of
diffusion and interior absorption. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the initial boundary value problem
w u y D u q f u s 0 in V = 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .t p
= u ? n q b u s 0 on › V = 0, T ,Ž . Ž .p 1.1Ž .
 4u s u on V = 0 ,0
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where V is a bounded domain in R n with smooth boundary › V; n denotes
the direction outward normal to V on › V, T ) 0; functions w, f , b are
Ž . Ž .continuous, nondecreasing, and satisfy f 0 s b 0 s 0; and u is continu-0
Ž .ous and nonnegative on V. D denotes the p q 1 -Laplacian with p ) 0,p
= is the differential operator associated with D , namely,p p
py1
= ¤ x [ =¤ x =¤ x , D ¤ x [ = ? = ¤ x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .p p p
Ž .The existence of solutions to problem 1.1 has been well established.
w x w xSee 3 and 1 , although only homogeneous Neumann boundary data
w xcombined with Dirichlet data were considered in 1 . The uniqueness of
w xsolutions, as well as the comparison principle, was also obtained in 1 for
Ž Ž . 1Ž Ž ...the ‘‘time-regular’’ solutions that is, w u g L V = 0, T .t
Extinction of a solution in finite time means that the solution vanishes
over V after a finite time. This phenomenon has been considered by
Ž w x.several authors cf. 2, 4]7 for the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
value problem with p s 1, namely,
w u y Du q f u s 0 in V = 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .t
u s 0 on › V = 0, T ,Ž . 1.2Ž .
 4u s u on V = 0 .0
w xThe most complete conclusions were obtained in 7 : If a nontrivial
Ž .solution of 1.2 displays extinction in finite time, then
edw z dw zŽ . Ž .
- ‘ i.e., - ‘ for some e ) 0 . 1.3Ž .H H
q qž /z q f z z q f zŽ . Ž .0 0
Conversely, any solution will become extinct in finite time if
dw z dw zŽ . Ž .
- ‘ or - ‘. 1.4Ž .H H
q qf z zŽ .0 0
w x Ž .In 8 the homogeneous Neumann boundary value problem, i.e., 1.1 with
Ž .b u ’ 0, as well as p s 1, was considered. The main result was that
Ž .extinction occurs in finite time iff i.e., if and only if
dw zŽ .
- ‘. 1.5Ž .H
q f zŽ .0
w xSome related results were also obtained in 9 .
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Ž .The present work will show that if a nontrivial solution of 1.1 becomes
extinct in finite time, then necessarily we have
dw z dw zŽ . Ž .
- ‘ and - ‘. 1.6Ž .H Hpq qz q f z b z q f zŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž .Furthermore, with some additional restrictions, condition 1.6 is also
Ž .sufficient for any nontrivial solution of 1.1 to become extinct in finite
time.
Ž .A prototype of problem 1.1 is the power-type nonlinearity case, namely,
um y D u q cur s 0 in V = 0, ‘ ,Ž . Ž .t p
= u ? n q buq s 0 on › V = 0, ‘ ,Ž .p 1.7Ž .
 4u s u on V = 0 ,0
Ž .where m, p, r ) 0; b, c G 0; and all are constants. For problem 1.7 ,
Ž .condition 1.6 reads as
min r c , p - m and min r c , q b - m , 1.8 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .where r c s r if c ) 0 and r c s q‘ if c s 0; q b s q if b ) 0 and
Ž . Ž .q b s q‘ if b s 0. To be more concise, 1.8 can be rewritten as:
b ) 0c ) 0 or 1.9Ž .r - m  4max q , p - m.
Ž . Ž .That is, nontrivial solutions of 1.7 admit extinction in finite time iff 1.9
holds.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, the main results are
described in detail in Section 2. Then non-extinction results are proved in
Section 3 via integral estimation technique. In Section 4 a super-subsolu-
tion argument is used to show that extinction occurs in finite time. Section
5 is devoted to the study of mixed boundary value problems. The suffi-
cient]necessary condition is obtained for extinction to occur in a finite
time in this case, especially in the case of a Dirichlet boundary value
problem. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2. MAIN RESULTS
Žw .. 1ŽŽ ..It is assumed throughout this work that w g C 0, ‘ l C 0, ‘ is
Žw .. 1ŽŽ ..strictly increasing; f , b g C 0, ‘ l C 0, ‘ are nondecreasing and sat-
Ž . Ž . Ž .isfy f 0 G 0, b 0 G 0; and u g C V is nonnegative.0
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The following two structural conditions will be assumed in some results:
Ž .H In the case p ) 1 at least one of the following conditions is1
fulfilled:
1r p 1r pa lim inf f z 9 ) 0 or lim sup f z 9 - ‘;Ž . Ž . Ž .
q qz“0 z“0
pb lim sup f z rmax z , f 9 z z - ‘. 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
qz“0
Ž . Ž .H For every j ) 1 there exists a constant K s K j ) 0 such2 1 1
that
sup w9 j z F Kw9 zŽ . Ž .
1FjFj 1
for z ) 0 sufficiently small.
Ž .It should be noted that Assumption H places an additional restriction1
Ž .on f only if p ) 1. Condition a excludes only the ‘‘abnormal case,’’
namely
1r p 1r plim inf f z 9 s 0 and lim sup f z 9 s ‘,Ž . Ž .
q qz“0 z“0
Ž . Ž . Žwhile b is somewhat weaker than a in a certain sense cf. the proof of
.Theorem 3.1 .
Ž .Moreover, it will be seen from the forthcoming argument that H is2
not a serious restriction, and can be weakened to
Ž .H 9 There exist j , j , and K ) 0 such that j ) j ) 0 and2 1 2 2 1
sup w9 j z F Kw9 zŽ . Ž .
j FjFj1 2
for z ) 0 sufficiently small.
Ž . qThus, H 9 is satisfied with K s 1 if w9 is monotone near z s 0 , since2
we can select j s 1 if w9 is nondecreasing or j s 1 if w9 is nonincreas-1 2
ing.
The main results of the present article are as follows. First, we have two
results concerning when extinction does not occur:
Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Any nontri¤ial solution of 1.1 will ne¤er become extinct
in finite time if
w9 z dzŽ .
s ‘. 2.1Ž .H
q b z q f zŽ . Ž .0
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Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Assume that H is fulfilled. Then any nontri¤ial solution1
Ž .of 1.1 will ne¤er become extinct in finite time if
w9 z dzŽ .
s ‘. 2.2Ž .H pq z q f zŽ .0
With regard to finite time extinction, we have:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Assume that H is fulfilled. Then any solution of 1.12
will become extinct in finite time if
w9 z dzŽ .
- ‘. 2.3Ž .H pq min z , b z q f z 4Ž . Ž .0
The following are several direct consequences of Theorems 2.1]2.3.
They exhibit sufficient]necessary conditions for the occurrence of extinc-
tion in finite time in various situations:
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.4. Assume that H and H are fulfilled, and1 2
w Ž . p x Ž .lim sup b z rz - ‘. Then any nontri¤ial solution of 1.1 has finitez “ 0
extinction time iff
w9 z dzŽ .
- ‘.H
q b z q f zŽ . Ž .0
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.5. Assume that H and H are fulfilled, and1 2
w p Ž .x Ž .lim sup z rb z - ‘. Then any nontri¤ial solution of 1.1 has finitez “ 0
extinction time iff
w9 z dzŽ .
- ‘.H pq z q f zŽ .0
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.6. Assume that H and H are fulfilled, and1 2
plim sup b z rf z - ‘ or lim sup z rf z - ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .
z“0 z“0
Ž .Then any nontri¤ial solution of 1.1 has finite extinction time iff
w9 z dzŽ .
- ‘. 2.4Ž .H
q f zŽ .0
Ž . Ž .Remark 2.7. Assumptions H and H in Corollaries 2.4 and 2.6 are1 2
not needed in the case b ’ 0. This follows from Theorem 2.1 and the
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Ž .following observation: the function u t , defined by the integral equality
w9 z dzŽ .M
s t , M s sup u ,H 0f zŽ .Ž .u t
Ž .is a supersolution of 1.1 with b ’ 0 and becomes extinct in finite time if
Ž . w x2.4 holds. Therefore, these corollaries cover the conclusion derived in 8
for the special case p s 1.
Ž .Throughout this paper a solution of problem 1.1 is understood in a
generalized sense, because it may not exist in the classical sense as
Ž .singularity andror degeneracy may possibly appear at points where w9 u
< <s 0 or ‘ and where =u s 0 if p / 1.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.8. A function u x, t is called a supersolution of problem
Ž .1.1 if
Ž 0. pq1Ž 1, pq1Ž .. ‘Ž Ž ..1 u g L 0, T ; W V l L V = 0, T , u G 0 a.e.;
Ž 0 . Ž . 1, 1Ž 1Ž .. Ž Ž ..2 w u g W 0, T ; L V with initial value w u x, 0 G
Ž Ž ..w u x ;0
Ž 0. pq1Ž 1, pq1Ž ..3 For every nonnegative function h g L 0, T ; W V l
‘Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . <L V = 0, T , with bounded trace on › V = 0, T , i.e., h ?, t g› V
‘Ž ‘Ž ..L 0, T ; L › V ,
T Tpy1< <w u h q =u =u ? =h q f u h dx dt q b u h ds dt G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H Ht
0 V 0 › V
2.5Ž .
Ž . Ž .Similarly, u x, t is called a subsolution of 1.1 if it satisfies the previous
Ž 0. Ž 0. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..criteria 1 ] 3 with w u x, 0 F w u x and the inequality sign in0
Ž .2.5 reversed. A solution is a function which is both a supersolution and a
subsolution.
3. PROOF FOR NON-EXTINCTION RESULTS
w xIn this section we use the integral estimation method developed in 7 ,
with some improvement, to prove nonextinction results.
Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let u x, t be a solution of 1.1 . Define, with
e ) 0,
z w9 s ds 1Ž .
C z [ , F z [ .Ž . Ž .H f s q b s q e f z q b z q eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
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Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Then fix t ) 0 and take h x, t s F u x, t as a test function in 2.5 . We
have
t t
py1< <w u F u dx dt q =u =u ? =F u dx dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H H H Ht
0 V 0 V
t t
q f u F u dx dt q b u F u ds dt s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H H
0 V 0 › V
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By noting that C9 z s w9 z F z , F9 z F 0, f z F z F 1, and
Ž . Ž .b z F z F 1, we obtain
t
< < < <C u dx dt q V q › V t G 0,Ž . Ž .H H t
0 V
and so
< < < <C u x y C u x , t dx q V q › V t G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H 0
V
Letting e “ 0q yields
w9 s dsŽ .Ž .u x0 < < < <dx F V q › V t .Ž .H Hž /f s q b sŽ . Ž .Ž .V u x , t
Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .From condition 2.1 it follows that S t [ x g V : u x ) 0 and u x, t0
4 ns 0 is a zero-measure set in R . This means that extinction will never
occur for nontrivial solutions.
Theorem 2.2 is a consequence of the following result.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Let u x, t be a solution of 1.1 . Suppose that H is1
fulfilled and
w9 z dzŽ .
s ‘. 3.1Ž .H pq z q f zŽ .0
Ž . Ž .If u x ) 0 for some x g V, then ess lim u x, t ) 0 for any t g0 0 0 x “ x 0w x0, T .
‘Ž .Proof. Choose function h g C V such that0
< < pq1 < < ph x G 0, =h r h F C .Ž . 1
Ž x Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Fix t g 0, T . Then by taking h x, t s h x rg u x, t in 2.5 , where
Ž . Ž . p Ž . Ž . Ž 1r pŽ . . pg z s z q e q f z with f z s f z q e , e ) 0, we obtaine e
< < py1t tw u h =u =u ? =hŽ . t
dx dt q dx dtH H H Hg u g uŽ . Ž .0 V 0 V
< < py1t th =u =u ? =g u f u hŽ . Ž .
y dx dt q dx dt G 0.H H H H2 g uŽ .0 V 0 Vg uŽ .
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Let a , b G 0 satisfy a q b s p. By the Young inequality we have
py1< <=u =u ? =h
g
Ž . Ž .ar pq1 br pq1ppy1 py1< < < <h =u =u ? =f h =u =u ? = u q eŽ .es 2 2ž / ž /g g
yb rŽ pq1. 2Žaqb .rŽ pq1.y1 < <p g =h
= Ž . Ž .py1 br pq1a rŽ pq1.X Žaqb .rŽ pq1.ž /< <f u q e hŽ .e
ppy1< <h =u =u ? = f q u q eŽ .Ž .eF 2ž /g
a pq1py1 < <1 g =h
q C ,X2 pbž /ž / ž /f hu q eŽ .e
where C is a constant, independent of e . Therefore,2
t w u hŽ . t
dx dtH H g uŽ .0 V
py1apq1< <t =h 1 g u f u hŽ . Ž .
q C q dx dt G 0.H H p X2 bž / ž /< <h f u g už /Ž . Ž .0 V u q eŽ .e
Now we are going to select a , b so that
py1a
1 g uŽ .
I a , b [ F C ,Ž . X 3bž / ž /f uŽ . u q eŽ .e
where the constant C is also independent of e .3
If 0 - p F 1, we have
1ypp
u q eŽ .
I 0, p s F 1.Ž . pž /u q e q f uŽ . Ž .e
Ž . Ž . Ž .If p ) 1, according to H , we have to deal with two cases, a and b .1
Ž .In the case a , we see that either some d ) 0,
1r pf z 9 G d for z g 0, M , 3.2Ž . Ž Ž .Ž .
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where M s ess sup u, or some K ) 0,1
f 1r p z 9 F K for z g 0, M . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1
Ž . 1r pŽ .From 3.2 it follows that f z G d z, and then
p
f z G d z q e ,Ž . Ž .e
py1X 1r p 1r p 1y1r pf z s p f z q e f z 9 G pd f z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .e e
Hence, we set a s p and b s 0 and obtain
p
1 py1p
I p , 0 s u q e q f uŽ . Ž . Ž .X ež /f uŽ .e
py1p
u q e q f uŽ . Ž .eypF pd F C .Ž . 3ž /f uŽ .e
Ž . 1r pŽ . Ž . Ž . pIf 3.3 holds, then we get f z F K z, f z F K z q e , and then1 e 1
py1p
u q e q f uŽ . Ž .e
I 0, p s F C .Ž . p 3ž /u q eŽ .
Ž .Finally, in case b , there must exist K ) 0 so that2
f z F K max z p , f 9 z z for z g 0, M . 3.4 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Consider the region
Q [ x , t g V = 0, t : f u x , t F K u p x , t , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2
Q [ V = 0, t _ Q .Ž .2 1
Ž .From 3.4 we see that in Q2
f u G K uP , f u F K f 9 u u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2
which implies
f 1r p u G K 1r pu , f 9 u G Ky1q1r p f 1y1r p u .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž .Then similarly to case a we obtain
I 0, p F C in Q ,Ž . 3 1
I p , 0 F C in Q .Ž . 3 2
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In summary, we obtain that
t w u hŽ . t
dx dt q C t G 0,H H 4g uŽ .0 V
which results in
w9 s dsŽ .Ž .u x , t
h x dx q C t G 0,Ž .H H 4ž /g sŽ .Ž .V u x0
where the constant C ) 0 is independent of e . Letting e “ 0 we arrive at4
w9 s dsŽ .Ž .u x0h x dx F C t . 3.5Ž . Ž .H H 4pž /s q f sŽ .Ž .V u x , t
Ž . Ž .By condition 3.1 and the arbitrariness of function h we see from 3.5
that
ess lim u x , t ) 0,Ž .
x“x0
Ž .if u x ) 0 at some point x g V. The proof is complete.0 0 0
4. PROOF FOR EXTINCTION RESULTS
In order to show extinction of solutions in finite time, we need to use
Ž w x .the following comparison principle cf. 1 for the proof in the case b ’ 0 :
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1. Let ¤ x, t and u x, t be super- and subsolutions of
Ž . Ž . Ž .problem 1.1 , respecti¤ely. Then ¤ x, t G u x, t a.e.
Before proving Theorem 2.3, we show a lemma which characterizes the
decay of solutions as t increases and is of some inherent interest.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.2. Assume that H holds. Let u x, t be a solution of 1.12
and denote M s sup u . Then there exists a constant l ) 1 so that for any0
Ž .d g 0, M
w9 z dzŽ .M
ess sup u ?, t F ld , t s l dz , 4.1Ž . Ž .H pag z q f zŽ .dV
where
< <b s › VŽ .
a s a d , M [ min 1, inf , g s .Ž . p½ 5 < <s VdFsFM
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w xProof. It suffices to construct a supersolution u on V = 0, t satisfying
Ž . Ž .ess sup u ?, t F ld . We shall seek the supersolution of the form u x, t s
Ž . Ž . 1, pq1Ž . ‘Ž .j x z t , where the function j g W V l L V satisfies
yD j s ga in V ,p
4.2Ž .
y = j ? n s a on › V ,p
1Ž .and 1 F j F j [ sup j ; function z g C R will be determined later.0 V
Ž .Thus we calculate that in the sense of distribution
pw u y D u q f u s jw9 j z z9 q ga z q f j zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .t p
G jw9 j z z9 q ga z p q f z ,Ž . Ž .
p p= u ? n q b u s ya z q b j z G ya z q b z .Ž . Ž . Ž .p
Ž . Ž .In view of condition H there exists K s K j such that with any2 0
w xj g 1, j ,0
w9 j z F Kw9 z for z g 0, M .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then we define the function z by the integral equality
j Kw9 s dsŽ .M 0 s t .H pga s q f sŽ .Ž .z t
1Žw ..It is easy to see that z g C 0, T is well-defined, where
w9 zŽ .M
T s j K dz F ‘,H0 pga z q f zŽ .0
pŽ Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .and z9 s y ga z q f z r Kj w9 z , z 0 s M. Therefore, u x, 0 s0
Ž . Ž .j x M G M G u x and0
pw u y D u q f u G j Kw9 z z9 q ga z q f z G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t p
Ž .Hence inequality 2.5 holds true for any test function h. Further, by the
Ž . w xdefinition of a we have that if z t g d , M then
p= u ? n q b u G ya z q b z G 0.Ž . Ž .p
Ž . w xThis indicates that u is a supersolution of 1.1 on V = 0, t where
w9 s dsŽ .M
t s j KH0 pag s q f sŽ .d
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Ž . Ž .since d s z t F z t F M for 0 F t F t . Moreover,
d F u x , t s j x z t F j d for almost all x g V .Ž . Ž . Ž . 0
We finally note that sup j is finite, since j approaches 1 as0 - a F1 0 0
Ž .a “ 0 in 4.2 , and hence
l [ max sup j , sup j K jŽ . Ž .½ 50 0 0
0-aF1 0-aF1
is finite, which completes the proof of the lemma.
Now we are in the position to prove Theorem 2.3.
 4 Ž xProof of Theorem 2.3. Select a monotone sequence s from 0, M ask
s s Mrlk , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,k
where M s sup u and l ) 1 is given as in Lemma 4.2. Then0
s s M , s s ls , k s 1, 2, . . . , lim s s 0.0 ky1 k k
k“‘
Hence we can apply Lemma 4.2 with M s s and d s s and obtain that0 2
ess sup u ?, t F ls s s ,Ž .1 2 1
s w9 s dsŽ .0
t s l ,H1 pga s q f sŽ .s 12
where
b sŽ .
a s min 1, inf .1 p½ 5ss FsFs2 0
w .Further, by using the argument above for t g t , ‘ and replacing s and1 0
s by s and s , respectively, we get that2 1 3
ess sup u ?, t F ls s s ,Ž .2 3 2
s w9 s dsŽ .1
t s t q l ,H2 1 pga s q f sŽ .s 23
b sŽ .
a s min 1, inf .2 p½ 5ss FsFs3 1
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Repeating this procedure step by step we have that
ess sup u ?, t F s , k s 1, 2, 3, . . . ,Ž .k k
s w9 s dsŽ .ky1
t s t q l , t s 0,Hk ky1 0pga s q f sŽ .s kkq1
b sŽ .
a s min 1, inf .k p½ 5ss FsFskq1 ky1
Ž .Finally, we observe that lim ess sup u ?, t s 0 andk “‘ k
k s w9 s dsŽ .iy1
t s l .Ý Hk pga s q f sŽ .s iiq1is1
This suffices to verify convergence of the above sum.
In fact, s s l2s indicates that s rl2 F s F s l2 for all s giy1 iq1 iy1 iq1
w xs , s . From this it follows thatiq1 iy1
b z b s b srl2Ž . Ž . Ž .iq1
inf G G ,p p 2 p pz s l ss FzFsiq1 iy1 iy1
and thus
b srl2Ž .
p p p 2 2 pa s G min 1, s s min s , b srl rl . 4Ž .i 2 p p½ 5l s
This leads to
k s w9 s dsŽ .iy1
t F l Ý Hk p 2 2 pg min s , b srl rl q f sŽ . 4Ž .siq1is1
s w9 s dsŽ .0
F 2lH p 2 2 pg min s , b srl rl q f sŽ . 4Ž .sk
l2w9 l2s ds2 Ž .s rl0s 2lH 2 p p y2 p 22 g min l s , l b s q f l s 4Ž . Ž .s rlk
3 2 s2l K l w9 s dsŽ . Ž .2
F .H py2 p min s , b s q f s 4min gl , 1 4 Ž . Ž .skq2
Ž .Therefore, lim t s t * - ‘ follows from condition 2.3 . The proof isk “‘ k
finished.
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5. MIXED BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
In this section, we consider the mixed boundary value problem:
w u y D u q f u s 0 in V = 0, TŽ . Ž . Ž .t p
u s 0 on G = 0, TŽ .
= u ? n q b u s 0 on › V _ G = 0, TŽ . Ž . Ž .p
5.1Ž .
 4u s u on V = 0 ,0
Ž .where G ; › V is relatively open to › V with nonzero n y 1 -dimensional
Hausdorff measure and is either disconnected with › V _ G or meets it in a
sufficiently smooth manifold of dimension n y 2.
We exhibit a sufficient and necessary condition for extinction to occur.
Ž .THEOREM 5.1. Suppose H is satisfied. Then any nontri¤ial solution of1
Ž .5.1 ne¤er becomes extinct in finite time if
w9 z dzŽ .
s ‘. 5.2Ž .H pq z q f zŽ .0
Proof. It suffices to note that the proof of Theorem 3.1 is not con-
Ž .cerned with any boundary data and therefore still works for problem 5.1 .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.2. Suppose H is satisfied. Then any solution of 5.1 will2
become extinct in finite time if
w9 z dzŽ .
- ‘. 5.3Ž .H pq z q f zŽ .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Consequently, if H and H are assumed, then 5.3 is both sufficient and1 2
Ž .necessary for extinction to occur in finite time for nontri¤ial solutions of 5.1 .
Proof. We follow the proof line of Lemma 4.2 to construct a supersolu-
Ž .tion u x, t which becomes extinct in finite time. Consider the function
Ž . Ž . Ž .u x, t s j x z b t , where the constant b ) 0 will be chosen later; the
1, pq1Ž . ‘Ž . Ž .function j g W V l L V satisfies in the generalized sense
yD j s 1 in V ,p
j s 1 on G ,
= j ? n s 0 on › V _ G.p
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1Ž .Function z g C R is defined by the integral equality
w9 s dsŽ .M
s t ,H ps q f sŽ .Ž .z t
where M s sup u .0
By the maximum principle, 1 F j F j [ ess sup j . In terms of assump-0
Ž .tion H there exists K ) 0 such that2
w9 j z F Kw9 z for z g 0, M .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then we calculate that
pw u y D u q f u s bjw9 j z z9 q z q f j zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .t p
G bj Kw9 z z9 q z p q f z s 0,Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .provided b s 1r j K . Moreover, u x, 0 s j x M G u x in V, u G 00 0
on G, and
= u ? n q b u s b j z G 0 on › V _ G.Ž . Ž .p
Ž . Ž .Therefore, u is a supersolution of 5.1 . Finally, u x, t * s 0 for all x g V,
where
1 w9 s ds w9 s dsŽ . Ž .M M
t * s s j K .H H0p pb s q f s s q f sŽ . Ž .0 0
The theorem is proved.
We remark that the above conclusion is not only a generalization of the
previous study on the Dirichlet boundary value problem, but also an
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .improvement, even in the case p s 1. Compare 5.3 with 1.3 ] 1.4 and
w x .see 7 for the details.
Ž .It should not be surprising that for problem 5.1 the occurrence of
extinction in finite time is completely determined by the effect of diffusion
and interior absorption and that the boundary absorption through › V _ G
doesn’t play a role, even though it may play a role in determining the
extinction time if extinction occurs.
6. CONCLUDING REMARK
Ž . Ž .Problems 1.1 and 5.1 arise in the nonlinear diffusion process, in
which
D u denotes the nonlinear diffusion effect,p
Ž .f u denotes the absorption in the interior of the domain, and
y= u ? n denotes the boundary flux along the outward normal direc-p
tion to the domain.
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With this model, all of the results obtained in the preceding sections are
physically meaningful.
v Interior absorption and the combined effect of diffusion and ab-
sorption through a boundary play key roles in the extinction properties of
the problems:
w xa Either powerful interior absorption or fast diffusion together with
strong boundary absorption will bring about extinction in a finite time
Ž .Theorem 2.3, Corollaries 2.4]2.5, and Theorem 5.2 .
w xb If interior absorption is not sufficiently strong, then slow diffusion
Žor weak boundary absorption will never cause extinction Theorems 2.1,
.2.2, and 5.1 .
v Ž .For problem 1.1 , if interior absorption alone is not strong enough,
then between diffusion and boundary absorption, the weaker one will be
the determining factor:
w xc If the diffusion mechanism dominates boundary absorption, then
the combined effects of interior and boundary absorption determine the
Ž .extinction properties of the problem Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.4 .
w xd If the diffusion mechanism is weaker than the effect of absorption
through the boundary, then the combined effects of interior absorption
Žand diffusion determine the extinction properties of the problem Theo-
.rem 2.2 and Corollary 2.5 .
v If either diffusion or boundary absorption is dominated by interior
Ž .absorption, then the extinction properties of problem 1.1 are determined
Ž .by the effect of interior absorption Corollary 2.6 .
v Ž .In contrast to problem 1.1 , the strength of absorption on the part
of the boundary is no longer important, i.e., the occurrence of extinction
Ž .for problem 5.1 is completely determined by the effects of diffusion and
Ž .interior absorption Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 .
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